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Abstract
We study the relation between Galois points for plane curves and Cremona transformations. First, we
prove that a Galois point is preserved by a standard quadratic transformation. Then, we define a certain
minimality for a pair of a plane curve and a Galois point. So that, we study defining equations of plane
curves with a Galois point.
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1. Introduction
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. We fix it as the ground field of our
discussion. Let C be an irreducible plane curve of degree d ( 3). The concept of Galois point
for C was introduced by [7], in order to study the structure of the field extension of the function
field k(C)/k. First, we recall several definitions in brief (see [5–7]).
For each point P ∈ P2, we have a projection πP from C to a line l with the center P . This πP
induces a field extension π∗P : k(P1) ↪→ k(C) such that degπ∗P = d −mP , where mP is the mul-
tiplicity of C at P (we put mP = 0, if P /∈ C). Putting KP = π∗P (k(P1)), we denote k(C)/KP .
Further, let LP be the Galois closure of k(C)/KP and GP the Galois group Gal(LP /KP ). Then
we define the following.
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Furthermore, we call GP a Galois group at P .
Remark 1. Let P be a Galois point for C and σ be an element of GP . Then σ induces a birational
transformation of C over P1. We denote it by the same letter σ .
By the definition, the following lemma should be clear.
Lemma 1. Let P be a Galois point for C. If T is a projective transformation of P2, then T (P )
becomes a Galois point for T (C).
So that we have an interest in the relation between Galois points and birational transformations
of P2. We mention the well-known theorem of Noether (cf. [9]).
Theorem 0 (Noether). Any birational transformation of P2 can be written as a composite of
projective linear transformations and standard quadratic transformations.
Hence, it is enough to study the relation between Galois points and a standard quadratic trans-
formation. Let P2X and P
2
Y be two planes with coordinates (X0 : X1 : X2) and (Y0 : Y1 : Y2)
respectively. Then a standard quadratic transformation ϕ : P2X → P2Y is given by
ϕ : P2X  (X0 : X1 : X2) →
(
1
X0
: 1
X1
: 1
X2
)
= (Y0 : Y1 : Y2) ∈ P2Y .
Here, we put
p0
[
resp. p′0
]= (0 : 0 : 1) ∈ P2X [resp. P2Y ],
p1
[
resp. p′1
]= (0 : 1 : 0) ∈ P2X [resp. P2Y ],
p2
[
resp. p′2
]= (1 : 0 : 0) ∈ P2X [resp. P2Y ].
We call ϕ a standard quadratic transformation with centers p0, p1 and p2. If C is a curve in P2X ,
then we denote by ϕ[C] ⊂ P2Y the strict transform of C by ϕ. Now, we state our main theorem.
Theorem 1. For any plane curve C and any i (i = 0,1,2) there exists an isomorphism between
π∗pi : k(P1) ↪→ k(C) and π∗p′i : k(P
1) ↪→ k(ϕ[C]). Therefore, we have Lpi ∼= Lp′i and Gpi ∼= Gp′i .
Corollary 2. In particular, if pi is a Galois point for C, then p′i becomes a Galois point for ϕ[C]
(i = 0,1,2).
Remark 2. Suppose P is a Galois point for C and not a base point of ϕ. Let lP be a line passing
through P , then ϕ[lP ] becomes a conic. Further, we see that the intersection divisor ϕ[C].ϕ[lP ]
determines a Galois cover for ϕ[C]. However, in this case, the concept of Galois “point” breaks
down.
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point.
Corollary 3. Suppose P is a Galois point for C and GP is a Galois group at P . Then there exists
the following infinite sequence of pairs of a plane curve and a point
(C,P ) = (C0,P0) → (C1,P1) → ·· · → (Cn,Pn) → ·· · ,
such that degCi < degCi+1 and each Pi is a Galois point for Ci with GP ∼= GPi (i  0).
So we define the following. This is a special case of the birationally equivalence for pairs
(P2,C) (cf. [2,3]).
Definition 2. Let (C,P ) and (D,Q) be two pairs of a plane curve and a Galois point for
C [resp. D]. We may assume P = p0. Two pairs (C,P ) and (D,Q) are said to be pre-G-
birationally equivalent if the strict transform ϕ[C] coincides with D and Q coincides with p′0
(up to projective transformations of P2). Furthermore, two pairs (C,P ) and (D,Q) are said to
be G-birationally equivalent if there exists a finite sequence of pre-G-birationally equivalent pair
(Cα,Pα)(α∈Λ) such that
(C,P ) = (Cα1 ,Pα1) → ·· · → (Cαk ,Pαk ) = (D,Q),
where αi ∈ Λ.
As we will see the sequence of Corollary 3 is an example of a sequence of pre-G-birationally
equivalent pair. Indeed, (Cn,Pn) is G-birationally equivalent to (C,P ) for any n (n 0).
As an application, we study the following problem (cf. [3]). Given a Galois point P for C,
i.e., (C,P ), take all pairs (Cα,Pα) which are G-birationally equivalent to (C,P ). Find all the
pairs (C′,P ′) which has the minimal degree among such curves. Since it is clear that there exists
the curve with minimal degree, so the problem is to find and characterize them. In particular,
we want to find concrete defining equations. In general, it is difficult to do that, but we have the
following.
Proposition 4. Let C be a plane curve of degree d and P be a Galois point for C with
the multiplicity mP . Then, GP ⊂ PGL(2, k), i.e., every element of GP is a restriction of a
projective transformation if and only if C is projectively equivalent to the curve defined by
FmP (X0,X1)X
d−mP
2 + Fd(X0,X1) = 0, where Fi(X0,X1) is a homogeneous polynomial of X0
and X1 of degree i (i = mP ,d).
Remark 3. Let P be a Galois point for C. In the case where C is a smooth plane curve of degree
d ( 4), we see that GP ⊂ PGL(2, k) always holds true (cf. [10]). However, in general, we do not
know when this birational transformation will become a restriction of a projective transformation
(or Cremona transformation) of P2.
We introduce the following minimality (cf. [2]). Let P be a Galois point for a plane curve C of
degree d and mP be the multiplicity of C at P . Let P1, . . . ,Pl be singular points of C (except P ),
and mi denote the multiplicity of C at Pi . We suppose m1 m2  · · ·ml . Then (C,P ) is said
to be a pair of a plane curve and a Galois point of type [d;P,mP ;m1,m2, . . . ,ml].
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is [d;P,mP ;1,1]. Similarly, if the singular point of C is only P1, then we put m2 = 1, i.e., the
type is [d;P,mP ;m1,1].
Definition 3. Let (C,P ) be a pair of type [d;P,mP ;m1,m2, . . . ,ml]. Then (C,P ) is said to be
GN-minimal if degC mP +m1 +m2.
Remark 5. The definition of N -minimal was introduced by Iitaka [2]. We may say that the
GN-minimality is the Galois point version of the N -minimality.
It is enough to consider the standard quadratic transformation ϕ with centers P (i.e. Galois
point) and other two points Q and R (we may assume that P = p0, Q = p1 and R = p2 by
taking a suitable set of coordinates). Indeed, if we take the standard quadratic transformation
with centers P , Q and R with multiplicities mP , mQ and mR respectively, then the degree of
ϕ[C] is 2d −mP −mQ −mR (cf. [1]). Hence we get degϕ[C] < d if d <mP +mQ +mR . So,
we can decrease the degree, if we take two points with higher multiplicities. By taking suitable
transformations, finally, we can assume degC mP +m1 +m2. That is, GN-minimal curve has
the minimal degree among the curve which is G-birationally equivalent to (C,P ).
Remark 6. It is clear that (C,P ) is GN-minimal if C is smooth.
Remark 7. If a Galois point does not lie on C (i.e., P /∈ C), then we check easily that (C,P ) is
GN-minimal.
Applying Proposition 4, we obtain the following.
Theorem 5. Suppose any Galois point P satisfies GP ⊂ PGL(2, k). Then, for any d ( 3), we
can determine a form of defining equations of GN-minimal plane curves of degree d .
2. Proof of Theorem 1
Let P be a point of P2. By taking a suitable set of coordinates, we may assume P = p0 = (0 :
0 : 1). Put m = mP , the multiplicity of C at P . Let F(X0,X1,X2) = 0 be the defining equation
of C. Then F(X0,X1,X2) is expressed as follows,
F(X0,X1,X2) = Fm(X0,X1)Xd−m2 + Fm+1(X0,X1)Xd−m−12 + · · · + Fd(X0,X1),
where Fi(X0,X1) is homogeneous polynomial of X0 and X1 of degree i (m  i  d). Putting
x = X0/X2 and y = X1/X2, we have an affine equation f (x, y) = F(x, y,1). Let lt be the line
y = tx. Then we infer that the projection πp0 is defined as πp0(C ∩ lt ) = t . In the affine plane
(x, t) ∈ A2, let Cˆ be the curve defined by
fˆ (x, t) = F(x, tx,1)/xm
= fˆm(1, t)+ fˆm+1(1, t)x + · · · + fˆd (1, t)xd−m = 0,
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projection from Cˆ to t-axis. Hence, we have k(C) = k(x, t) and KP = k(t), in particular, π∗p0 is
given by fˆ (x, t) = 0.
On the other hand, let G(X0,X1,X2) = 0 be the defining equation of ϕ[C]. We see that
G(X0,X1,X2) = F(X−10 ,X−11 ,X−12 ) (we need to cancel the denominator). Since (X−10 : X−11 :
X−12 ) = (X1X2 : X0X2 : X0X1), we have
F
(
X−10 ,X
−1
1 ,X
−1
2
)= F(X1X2,X0X2,X0X1)
= Fm(X1X2,X0X2)(X0X1)d−m + · · · + Fd(X1X2,X0X2)
= Fm(X1,X0)Xm2 (X0X1)d−m + · · · + Fd(X1,X0)Xd2
= Xm2
{
Fm(X1,X0)(X0X1)
d−m + · · · + Fd(X1,X0)Xd−m2
}
.
Therefore, we get
G(X0,X1,X2) = Fm(X1,X0)(X0X1)d−m + · · · + Fd(X1,X0)Xd−m2 .
In the affine plane (y, t) ∈ A2, let ϕ̂[C] be the curve defined by
gˆ(y, t) = G(ty, y,1)/yd
= {Fm(y, ty)(ty2)d−m + Fm+1(y, ty)(ty2)d−m−1 + · · · + Fd(y, ty)}/yd
= fˆm(1, t)td−myd−m + fˆm+1(1, t)td−m−1yd−m−1 + · · · + fˆd (1, t) = 0.
If lt is the line y = tx, then ϕ[lt ] is defined by x = ty. So, we infer that k(P1) = k(t),
k(ϕ[C]) = k(y, t) and the field extension π∗
p′0
: k(P1) ↪→ k(ϕ[C]) is given by gˆ(y, t) = 0.
Namely, we have the following diagram.
k(x, t) −−−−→ k(y, t)
fˆ (x,t)=0

⏐⏐ 
⏐⏐gˆ(y,t)=0
k(t)
id−−−−→ k(t)
We can check immediately that y = 1/tx gives an isomorphism k(x, t) ∼= k(y, t) over k(t).
Indeed, we see gˆ(1/tx, t) = fˆ (x, t)/xd−m. Since x = 0, this proves Theorem 1. Corollary 2
follows immediately from Theorem 1.
Next, let us prove Corollary 3. Let (C,P ) = (C0,P0) be a pair of type [d;P,mP ;m1,m2, . . . ,
ml]. Choose points Q and R. Then we can take the standard quadratic transformation ϕ with
centers P , Q and R. By Corollary 2, we get another pair (C1,P1) such that C1 = ϕ[C0]. Then
the degree of C1 is equal to 2d −mP −mQ −mR . Hence, by taking suitable points Q and R, we
have degC0 < degC1 (for example, we may take Q and R in P2 \C). Furthermore, since we can
take suitable points Q′ and R′ for C1, we obtain another pair (C2,P2). Repeating this process,
we get an infinite sequence as in Corollary 3.
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in detail in [4,7]). We have that p0 ∈ C is a Galois point with Gp0 ∼= C3 (the cyclic group of
order 3), and p2 ∈ P2 \ C is a Galois point with Gp2 ∼= C4 (the cyclic group of order 4). Then
ϕ[C] is defined by X40X31 + X41X32 + X40X32 = 0. Further, we see that p′0,p′2 ∈ ϕ[C] are also
Galois points for ϕ[C] preserving its Galois group, respectively.
Example 2. Let F(5) be the quintic Fermat curve X50 +X51 = X52 (we have studied this in detail
in [8]). By [8], we have that P = (0 : 1 : 1) ∈ F(5) is not a Galois point such that GP ∼= D8 (the
dihedral group of order 8), and by [10], p1,p2 ∈ P2 \ F(5) is a Galois point with Gpi ∼= C5 (the
cyclic group of order 5) (i = 1,2). By taking a suitable set of coordinates, we assume P = p0,
that is, F(5) is defined by X50 +X51 + 5X41X2 + 10X31X22 + 10X21X32 + 5X1X42 = 0. Then we see
that p′0, p′1 and p′2 are points for ϕ[F(5)] preserving its Galois group, respectively.
3. Proof of Theorem 5
Lemma 2. Suppose that P is a Galois point for C. If GP ⊂ PGL(2, k), then GP is a cyclic
group.
Proof. This is proved by the same method as that of [10, Theorem 4]. That is, by our assumption,
the element σ ∈ GP is a restriction of a projective transformation. By the definition of πP , if l is
a line passing through P , then σ(C ∩ l) = C ∩ l. In particular, σ(P ) = P . Taking a suitable set
of coordinates, we may assume that P = p0. Suppose σ is given by a matrix A ∈ PGL(2, k), and
aij is the (i, j) component of A, where 1 i, j  3. Since σ(P ) = P , we have a13 = a23 = 0.
Moreover, since σ(C ∩ l) = C ∩ l for any line l passing through P , we infer that A is a diagonal
matrix with eigenvalues a and b, where (a/b)m = 1 for some positive integer m. So GP has an
injective representation in the multiplicative group of k. Hence we obtain that GP is a cyclic
group. 
Remark 8. Let σ be a generator of GP and ξ be a primitive mth root of the unity. Then σ can
be represented as the following diagonal matrix,
(
ξ
ξ
1
)
.
Remark 9. If we do not assume the assumption, then the assertion of Lemma 2 does not hold
true (cf. [5,10]). We will give an example below (Example 3).
Now, let us prove Proposition 4. First, we examine the condition when πP determines a Galois
covering. Suppose that P is a Galois point for C with the multiplicity mP and GP ⊂ PGL(2, k).
We may assume P = p0. Then πP : C → P1 is a Galois covering, and its Galois group GP is
isomorphic to the cyclic group of order d −mP . Take σ ∈ GP . Then σ is given by the matrix A,
A =
(
ξ
ξ
1
)
, ξd−mP = 1.
Let F(X0,X1,X2) = 0 be the defining equation of C,
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where Fi(X0,X1) is a homogeneous polynomial of X0 and X1 of degree i (mP 
i  d). Then the condition Fσ = λF holds if and only if (λ − ξmP )FmP (X0,X1) ≡ 0,
(λ−ξmP +1)FmP +1(X0,X1) ≡ 0, . . . , (λ−ξd)Fd(X0,X1) ≡ 0. However, if Fd(X0,X1) is a zero
polynomial, then this contradicts the irreducibility of F(X0,X1,X2). Hence we have that λ =
ξd = ξd−mP ξmP = ξmP . Then FmP +1, FmP +2, . . . , Fd−1 must be zero polynomials. Therefore,
we see that F(X0,X1,X2) is expressed as F(X0,X1,X2) = FmP (X0,X1)Xd−mP2 +Fd(X0,X1).
Conversely, suppose that C is the curve as above. Then, we can check that P = p0 is a Galois
point for C, GP is isomorphic to the cyclic group of order d −mP and GP ⊂ PGL(2, k). Indeed,
let x = X0/X2 and y = X1/X2 be affine coordinates. Then we get an affine equation f (x, y) =
F(x, y,1) = FmP (x, y)+Fd(x, y). Since fˆ (x, t) = FmP (1, t)+Fd(1, t)xd−mP , we see that π∗P :
KP ↪→ k(C) is a cyclic Galois extension. Let σ be an element of GP . Then we have σ(x) = ξx
and σ(y) = σ(tx) = tσ (x) = ξ tx = ξy, where ξd−mP = 1. Hence σ is linear. Thus the proof of
Proposition 4 is complete.
So it is enough to study the curve C as in the proposition, in particular, we find concrete
defining equations when (C,P ) is GN-minimal. Hereafter, we fix that C is the one as in the
proposition and P = p0.
Let Sing(C) be the set of singular points of C.
Claim 1. Sing(C) ⊂ {X2 = 0} ∪ {P }.
Proof. If mP  2, then P is a singular point. So we prove that other singular points lie on
the line X2 = 0. Putting P = (0 : 0 : 1), we get an affine equation f (x, y) = F(x, y,1). Let
Cˆ be the curve defined by fˆ (x, t) = f (x, tx)/xmP = 0. Then Sing(Cˆ) is defined by ∂fˆ /∂x =
∂fˆ /∂t = fˆ = 0. We have ∂fˆ /∂x = (d − mP )xd−mP −1Fd(1, t). Let α be a root of Fd(1, t) = 0.
Then we see that the line X1 = αX0 (y = αx) meets C at P and on the line X2 = 0. Indeed,
FmP (X0, αX0)X
d−mP
2 + Fd(X0, αX0) = FmP (X0, αX0)Xd−mP2 = XmP0 FmP (1, α)Xd−mP2 . This
means singular points of C except P lie on the line X2 = 0. 
Remark 10. By the above claim, we see that the Galois point P and any two points of Sing(C)
are not collinear. Hence we can take the standard quadratic transformation with centers P and
two singular points.
Anyway, we study the curve C as in the proposition, in particular, we want to classify such
C’s. We may assume that Fd(X0,X1) is expressed as follows:
Fd(X0,X1) =
l∏
i=1
(αiX0 + βiX1)ki ,
where k1  k2  · · · kl , ∑li=1 ki = d and αi , βi ∈ k (1 i  l) such that (αi : βi) = (αj : βj )
for i = j . Putting Qi = (βi : −αi : 0), we define the type of Fd(X0,X1) as follows:
(
Q
k1
1 ,Q
k2
2 , . . . ,Q
kl
l
)
.
We have the following claim.
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mQi =
{
ki if ki < d −mP ,
d −mP otherwise.
Proof. By taking a coordinate with the center Qi , we can check easily. 
Finally, we determine the form of defining equations of GN-minimal plane curves. Let (C,P )
be a pair of type [d;P,mP ;m1,m2, . . . ,ml]. Then C is defined by FmP (X0,X1)Xd−mP2 +
Fd(X0,X1) = 0, and P = (0 : 0 : 1). Suppose that the type of Fd(X0,X1) is (Qk11 ,Qk22 , . . . ,Qkll ).
We note that the classification of Fd(X0,X1) is equivalent to that of (Qk11 ,Q
k2
2 , . . . ,Q
kl
l ).
Claim 3. C is GN-minimal if and only if k1 + k2  d −mP .
Proof. If C is GN-minimal, then d  mP + m1 + m2. So we have d − mP  m1 + m2, in
particular, we have d −mP >mi (i = 1, 2). Therefore, we obtain d −mP > ki , in particular, we
get k1 + k2  d −mP . Conversely, if k1 + k2  d −mP , then ki < d −mP (i = 1,2). So we may
put m1 = k1 and m2 = k2. Hence we get the condition. 
Roughly speaking, a GN-minimal plane curve corresponds to some (Qk11 ,Q
k2
2 , . . . ,Q
kl
l ) with
k1 + k2  d − mP . Therefore, we can describe the defining equations of all GN-minimal plane
curves satisfying GP ⊂ PGL(2, k). That is, all of them are obtained as FmP (X0,X1)Xd−mP2 +
Fd(X0,X1) = 0 such that k1 + k2  d −mP . This proves Theorem 5.
4. Example to Theorem 5
As an example, we find the GN-minimal plane curve in the case when C is quintic and
mP = 2. Then C is defined by F2(X0,X1)X32 + F5(X0,X1) = 0. We have types of F5(X0,X1)
as follows:
(a) (Q51);
(b) (Q41,Q12);
(c) (Q31,Q22);
(d) (Q31,Q12,Q13);
(e) (Q21,Q22,Q13);
(f) (Q21,Q12,Q13,Q14);
(g) (Q11,Q12,Q13,Q14,Q15).
We see immediately that (f) and (g) are GN-minimal. In other words, except for (f) and (g),
we can decrease the degree of C preserving a Galois point and its Galois group. Even in cases
(f) and (g), by the choice of the F2(X0,X1)’s, we obtain various GN-minimal curves. Anyway,
we can find all GN-minimal plane curves of arbitrary degree by the similar method as above.
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In Theorem 5, we have assumed GP ⊂ PGL(2, k), in order to determine the defining equation
of GN-minimal curve. However, this assumption seems to be a little strong. Here, we give an
example which does not satisfy this assumption. Then the assertion of Lemma 2 does not hold
true, it appears a new group.
Example 3. Let C be the curve defined by
X1
(
X20 +X21
)n +Xn+10 Xn2 +Xn+11 Xn2 +X1X2n2 = 0.
Then we see that P = (0 : 0 : 1) is a Galois point and GP is isomorphic to the dihedral group of
order 2n, D2n. Let σ and τ be two generators of D2n. Then we see that σ and τ are represented
as follows:
σ : (X0 : X1 : X2) → (ξX0 : ξX1 : X2), ξn = 1,
τ : (X0 : X1 : X2) →
(
X0X2 : X1X2 : X20 +X21
)
,
where σn = τ 2 = e. Hence, σ is a projective transformation, but τ is not. Indeed, τ is a birational
transformation of P2. Furthermore, we can check that C is GN-minimal.
6. Problems
Finally we raise some problems.
(1) Find the condition when σ ∈ GP becomes a restriction of a Cremona transformation of P2.
(2) Study Theorem 1, if P is not a base point of ϕ.
(3) Characterize birational transformations which preserve Galois points.
(4) Given a Galois point (C,P ), take all pairs (Cα,Pα) which are G-birationally equivalent to
(C,P ). Can we find (C′,P ′) such that C′ has ordinary multiple points as singular points
(except P ′) among such curves?
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